Design Technology—Greek Textiles

Science - Living things and their Habitats

Groovy

Explore classification and what live in a range of habitats
Look at role of microorganisms and their role in the food chain
How animals and plants adapt to survive in their habitats.

Greeks

Human Body—How and Why do we change?
Organs within the human body and their purpose.
Puberty and Sex Education
Drugs and alcohol education and the effect on the human body

Trip: London Residential—3
day visit to London
Post SAT’s trip—to be arranged
Bodmin Court

Hook!
Ancient Greek day—dress up
and complete activities from a
Greek classroom.
Explore Greek myths and the
importance
Participate in a democratic
debate
Sample a range of Greek foods

Music—Charanga– You’ve got
a friend—Carole King—
singing and playing
Vocal warm ups
Exploring pitch and rhythm
Learning and performing harmonies
Reviewing and improving own
performances and group constructions.
Building up to a final performance to an audience

MFL—Spanish—colours
To review simple nouns learnt
last term
Greetings

PE—Athletics / Tennis/
Striking and Fielding
games
Planned by Go-Active

History—Significant facts about
Ancient Greece and their Legacies
What have the Greeks done for us?
Explore:

Greek Gods

Olympics

Democracy

Citizenship

Politics

Medicine

Daily life

Trade

Create a piece of Greek clothing for a performance
Cookery—look at using a range of techniques
to adapt and personalise simple recipes, developing cutting and cooking skills
Design and create a Greek mask using Modroc and textile adornments
Greek cooking and recipes

Geography—What makes a country unique?
Explore where in the world Greece is.
Look at how it’s borders have
changed through history and why this
is.
Explore what constitutes Europe and
the countries within in—look at capital cities
Use latitude and longitude to read
information from a map.
Explore migration of people and why
this happens.

Links to Talk for Writing
Non– fiction unit Greek Gods
Writing Greek myths
Recount based around Greek
day
Diary entry in role
Reading a range of Greek
myths
Writing great quests—The
Odyssey

Computing—quizzing
PSHE - Online e-safety /
RSE
SWGfL—Safer internet usage
talk
Internet safety sessions
Follow Christopher Winters
project for teaching and delivering RSE lessons, building
on work completed in Year 5
Transition work in preparation for secondary school
transfer.

Art—Greek Mythology
Look at artwork from Ancient Greece and reproduce
images to illustrate Greek
myths using water colour
and acrylics.
Look at 3d art and compete
a 3D clay pottery project,
creating a Greek urn or pot,
adding glaze and then decorating with traditional Greek
patterns.

RE—Sikhism / Islam
Explore both religions looking at the following:

religious beliefs—Gods and founders

Religious buildings—features of and typical
designs

Religious texts

Explore origins and practices

Foods and celebrations

Create a picture based quiz
for young children
Learn how to use the question
types within 2Quiz
Explore grammar quizzes
Make a quiz that requires the
player to search a database
Are you smarter than a 10
year old? Make a quiz to test
your teachers and parents

